
RATTLESDEN - HITCHCOCK'S MILLS 
There were three mill sites in Rattlesden, one on 'Mill Hill' at Grid Ref. 976590 and two out of the 
village at Grid Refs. 967584 and 968583. The older of these (967584) was occupied on Hodskinson's 
map (surveyed 1778-82) by a post mill which was offered for sale on March 1st 1805: 'All that 
Messuage, in four tenements, together with a Blacksmith’s Shop ... together with a good POST 
WINDMILL, one pair of Capital French burr stones, flour mill, and going gears ... now in the tenure 
of the said William Nunn and his under tenants'. 
The Bury & Norwich Post for 4th March 1818 advertised a 'Windmill ... to be disposed of 
immediately, upon the lowest terms, with one pair of 4 feet 10 inch stones, jumper, and flour mill; 
also a round-house, and third floor. The mill is to be removed 6 or 7 miles from where it now stands 
- in the occupation of Mr. T. Winson, Rattlesden.. apply to Scotcher and Mays, Millwrights, 
Stowmarket'. 
I believe this gives us the date of erection of the subsequent smock mill. I don't know where this post 
mill was moved to, if anywhere (it may have been dismantled for spare parts). 
In 1832, James Frederick Page, one of the mill workers, got caught in the fantail gearing while oiling 
it and was killed. (Full report of inquest in Suffolk Chronicle 15th September 1832). 
In 1834, Robert Winson of Rattlesden Mill was advertising for a journeyman miller, and again in 
1838. The Tithe Map and Award of 1838-9 lists him as owner and occupier of 'Cottage, Mill, Offices 
& Yards'. He also owned the mill on Mill Hill in the village, although it was occupied by Sophia 
Craske. Kelly's Directory of 1840 lists Robert Winson as miller, as does White's Directory of 1844. 
He was advertising in November 1845 for a journeyman miller at Rattlesden Mills. Unfortunately it 
is impossible to deduce when the present tower mill was built from these records as Winson owned 
the other village mill anyway. 
The present tower mill probably dates from the same time as the house, which can be dated 
stylistically to c.1850. I consider the mill may be a little earlier, but within the period 1840-50. It was 
almost certainly built by John Whitmore, millwright and engineer of Wickham Market. He never put 
his name to any of his firm's work so it is not absolutely certain, but on stylistic grounds the 
machinery and overall design point to his involvement. At about the same time as this tower mill was 
built the mill on Mill Hill, a post mill, was replaced by a tower mill, possibly while under Winson's 
ownership, although it is reputed to have been erected for a Mr. Branwhite. This post mill was 
possibly moved to near Potash Farm, just over the Brettenham border, where a 'small post mill' was 
offered for sale in 1857 on the retirement from farming of William Moore. 
'Hitchcock's Mills' were probably sold in the 1850's as no miller is listed in Kelly’s 1853 Directory. 
The Suffolk Chronicle of 15th January 1859 contains a report of a court case over stolen meal in 
which John Clover is mentioned as miller and farmer. His miller was Henry Pike, both well-known 
Suffolk milling families. In Morris' 1868 Directory and also White’s of 1874, John Clover is listed as 
miller. In 1883 only the other mill is listed (Harry Winson) but by 1885 Ennals and Hitchcock were 
in partnership at the mills. The Ennals is possibly William Ennals who later ran a steam mill at 
Cockfield and the smock mill at Bradfield St. George. By 1892 Ralph Hitchcock alone is listed as 
miller (wind and steam) and in 1896 he is listed at 'Roller Mills (wind & steam)', 
In 1916 'gas power' is listed as auxiliary power, and the milling empire had expanded to include Bury 
and Elmswell. In 1925 'R.G. Hitchcock (Elmswell) Ltd.' were listed as millers at Rattlesden and 
Elmswell. 
The smock mill was still working on the 1901 O.S. map but Was demolished about this time and 
replaced by a roller mill. The tower mill worked on, doing animal feed only, until 1935 or early 
1936. The sails and cap were removed early in the war when it became an observation post. It is one 



of the smallest of Whitmore's tower mills, and is of similar scale to some of his smock mills. It had 
two pairs of 4ft French stones, one pair of which was taken out in 1975 and installed at Michelham 
Priory watermill in Sussex. 
The smock mill was very similar to mills at Bradfield St. George and Finborough Road, Stowmarket. 
The millwrights, Scotchmer and Mays, were in separate trade much of the time. They were assigning 
their effects for the benefit of creditors in early 1819. John Scotchmer was still at Stowmarket in 
1823 but in 1844 he is listed at 50, Westgate Street, Bury. He appears to have ceased business about 
this time. Edward Mays (or Mayse) was also at Stownarket in 1823. In 1837, the premises he 
occupied in Bury Street were auctioned. He remained though and advertised for assistants in April 
1837. The 1844 directory is the last to record him, still at Bury Street. His premises presumably 
became the large ironworks of Woods & Co. later in the nineteenth century. 
The tower mill on Mill Hill worked until the late nineteenth century and after being taken over from 
Harry Winson by Ralph Hitchcock was abandoned. Old postcards of c.1900 show it with no fly or 
shutters in the sails and it was eventually pulled down in 1919. Two millstones are all that remain at 
the site. 
Both of Hitchcock's mills have left remains. The smock mill had a single-storey base with stepped 
brickwork, above which was a white weatherboarded smock of three floors, making four in all. The 
cap was a squat dome shape, horizontally boarded, and carried four eight-bay patent sails and a 
fantail. Although of broad proportions, the mill was not especially tall, probably little more than 40 
feet to the finial. It is said to have had six pairs of stones but I suspect two or three of these were 
driven by independent steam power. Its remains are rather more substantial than appears from the 
outside, where only one side can be seen, to a height of about five feet. Inside the roller mill building 
much more survives. Each alternate side of the base remains to about full height with the main floor 
beams still in-situ, incorporated into the new floor. Much of the smock has been re-used in the floors, 
including the old sheertrees. Another interesting relic is the wooden windshaft of Wetherden post 
mill, used as a post to support a floor. 
The tower mill was taller than the smock, which stood on a large mound. It was, however, very much 
slimmer, almost to the point of being cramped. There were five floors and the cap, which was 
originally a typical Whitmore 'ogee' shape but was later rebuilt more as a dome with a shorter sweep 
up to the finial. Eight-bay patent sails were carried, with a fantail, at one time painted blue. The 
windshaft and almost all the machinery were of iron, only the brakewheel being wood. The upright 
shaft was in two pieces, with a dog-clutch above the bin floor. The upper section and wallower, 
together with the cap and about four feet of tower, were removed in the last war. The mill contains 
most of its heavy gearing, with an iron spur wheel and mortise stone nuts. There was a stone crane 
for the runner stones, due to the cramped stone floor, but this disappeared in 1975 when one pair of 
stones was sold by Mr. Hitchcock, to be used at Michelham Priory as noted above. Knowledge of its 
whereabouts would be appreciated. Although the mill is very derelict, many of the interior fittings 
remain, such as spouts and a neat tentering arrangement above the meal bins. 


